US Legal Forms for businesses of all sizes and industries

Not every business can afford its own in-house legal counsel. Nor does every business need legal counsel on a full-time basis. However, in many situations, businesses of all sizes and sectors may need to find and/or create legal templates or legal business forms.

US Legal Forms is the largest online library of such forms and a one-stop-shop for state-specific template documents that companies and business personnel can access at any time.

A single source for business agreements and other printable business forms

01 Time-saving and cost reduction with a DIY solution

Of course, you can always outsource reporting. But will you always be able to afford it? Also, do you have time to search for a reliable contractor? With US Legal Forms, you can prepare documents yourself — quickly and easily.

02 Thousands of forms for every business situation possible

US Legal Forms is the largest online library of sample agreements and other business templates in the US. Find every form you need to start your own business and keep it going.

03 Edit, eSign, and notarize online

US Legal Forms offers integrations with pdfFiller, signNow, and Notarize. Edit a sample document in pdfFiller, eSign it in signNow, if needed, notarize online with Notarize. Try an all-in-one solution at your fingertips.

04 Decades of uninterrupted service

The US Legal Forms library has been on the market since 1997 and boasts a security record of zero cases of data breaches, phishing or malware attacks. This rock-solid reputation is thanks to their banking-level security for data storage.

Learn more
Find more information about US Legal Forms here
https://support.uslegalforms.com
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Create your own business forms in three easy steps:

1. Select your state, type in the name of a form, or keywords to simplify the search, and select a template from the list of suggested options.

2. Input the data you need using pdfFiller, an online PDF editor. You can also add sticky notes with your comments, highlight essential details, and so on.

3. If the form needs to be signed, switch to signNow to add your own signature or send the forms to your business partners for eSigning.

Top-5 most popular US Legal Forms templates among small and mid-sized businesses:

- Declaration of Trust / Deed of Trust
- Small Business Startup Package
- Small Business Accounting Package
- Professional Corporation Package
- Business Incorporation Package

What do businesses have to say about US Legal Forms?

I just wish I found the site earlier! Spent several late nights googling various forms and trying to figure out where to even start. US Legal has been my savior for months now.

Scott A. | Owner of a staffing agency

They know what they are doing. I solved the issue of property abandonment in the state of Louisiana. After using US Legal Forms, I realized that this site is professional and organized. The platform is great if you do not want to hire a lawyer and it helps with filling out official documents by yourself.

Tina R. | Real estate agent